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1. Acronyms

Abbr.
BD
DA
EUU
FCS
IP
ITZ
LRE
LRU
LSDU
MAC
MURAM
Node
PRM
PRP
PTM
QE
RCT
RxBD
SeqNr
SNUM
TS
TxBD
µcode
uSec

Description
Buffer Descriptor
Destination Address
Exclusive Microcode Usage
Frame Check Sequence
Internet Protocol
Initialize to Zero
Link Redundancy Entity
Least Recently Used
Link Service Data Unit
Medium Access Control
Multi User Ram (specific to FSL’s QE based devices)
End element on LAN
PRP Receive Module
Parallel Redundancy Protocol
PRP Transmit Module
FSL’s QUICC Engine
Redundancy Control Trailer
Receive Buffer Descriptor
Sequence Number (16-bit field of the RCT)
QE Serial Number
Time-Stamp (64-bit generated by 1588 eTSEC logic upon frame arrival)
Transmit Buffer Descriptor
QE RISC Microcode
Micro Second
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VLAN
Virtual LAN
2. References
1) IEEE P1588/ D1, “Draft Standard for a Precision Clock Synchronization Protocol for
Networked Measurement and Control Systems”, June 2007
2) IEC 62439, Committee Draft for Vote (CDV): “Industrial communication networks:
high availability automation networks”, chapter 5, April 2007
3) IEC 62439, Committee Draft for Vote (CDV): “Industrial communication networks:
high availability automation networks”, chapter 6, April 2007
4) Glattfelder, Ch, PRP Red Box FPGA Implementation, School of Engineering, InES
Institute of Embedded Systems, Zurich University of Applied Sciences,October 2008
5) IEC 62439-3 standard
6) Prof. Hans Waibel Zurich University of Applied Sciences (InES) “Tutorial of Parallel
Redundancy Protocol (PRP) “
7) P1021RM: P1021 QorIQ Integrated Processor Reference Manual
8) P1025RM: P1025 QorIQ Integrated Processor Reference Manual
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3. Introduction
This software package was developed by DoGav Systems to implement the PRP protocol on
FSL’s QE-based devices. Transmit/Receive ports are eTSEC ports. These ports are not
µcode-based ports. The µcode is used as a portal between the host (driver) and the eTSEC
serial controller. DoGav Systems also offers a QE-UCC based PRP module. This UM covers
the eTSEC-based PRP.
The package is divided into two main modules:
1) A Host Ethernet driver
2) A µcode module uploaded by the Ethernet driver into QE IRAM

Figure 1: PRP building blocks

To accomplish the PRP support, some tables and data structures must be initialized. The main
structure (i.e. the PRP structure) should be placed on MURAM to allow fast access by the QE
processor. Two large tables (the 64KB-hash table and the 256KB-stations table) should be
allocated on DDR memory. MURAM also contains buffer descriptor rings (2 Tx rings and 5
Rx rings), as will be explained in depth later.
The implementation uses two eTSECs, one for sending the (almost) original frame and the
other for sending the redundant frame. Both frames are sent to remote nodes (see terms and
definitions) via two separate LANs. The first (original) eTSEC is connected to a LAN called
LANA and the second (redundant) eTSEC is connected to a LAN called LANB.
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port)
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uCode

eTSEC-B
(secondary
port)

Figure 2: Application, µcode and eTSEC interaction

The Rx filtering implementation uses a “discard window” algorithm in which the µcode
handles the MAC lookup table. The MAC lookup table contains a Time Stamp, a history
sliding window, and statistics counters. These tables are populated on-the-fly as PRP frames
from different ports are coming in.
The PRP Tx module supports both ‘normal’ frames that are not subject to PRP
duplication and PRP frames. Therefore, the application may place frames that will be
transmitted as “regular” frames to non-PRP ports, and PRP frames that will be duplicated
and encapsulated into PRP-1 frames on the transmit side, and will be filtered out on the
receive side.
The module deploys an 8-byte IEEE-1588 time-stamp on the receive direction (supported
by the eTSEC logic device). This time-stamp is used to determine if the skew between the
two “twin” frames is in-range or not.
Hashing is used to map the source MAC of the received PRP frame. The hash is based on
CRC32 which generates nicely distributed indexes. Up to eight (8) MACs may share the
same hash index, and they are managed by a true LRU replacement algorithm. Up to 8K
MACs are supported (which is well beyond the typical automation industry
requirements).
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The user may learn about the particular station statistics (accept/drop per LAN) at any
time by a special API.
The description of this document is focused on implementation for the P1021/P1025
platform. However, any FSL’s device containing two eTSECs and QE (and support of
1588) can be used.

4. Definitions
Redundant network: Network containing two LANs (LANA and LANB).
Node: Device attached to the redundant network.
First port: (a.k.a. Primary port) Ethernet link used by the PRP driver and connected to
LANA. The host sends its messages to this port.
Second port: (a.k.a. Secondary port) Ethernet link used by PRP driver and connected to
LANB. The µcode duplicates the original message sent to the first port, and sends into this
port.

5. PRP Implementation Features
The Features of this µcode implementation are listed below:
















Self contained, no additional H/W required.
Can be easily updated, further customized and matched to future standard’s
modification.
Up to 8000 stations are supported.
Ethernet MAC functionality is handled by device’s eTSEC hardware module.
Supports 10/100/1000 Mbps rates.
PRP functionality is handled by QE-customized µcode.
Automatic PRP frame Tx duplication, RCT and PRP-suffix insertion.
Tx duplication is based on “Zero Copy” (pointers are duplicated, rather than payload).
Rx PRP redundant frame filtering.
Allowable skew value (0.1 microsecond resolution) is configurable.
Comprehensive global and per station statistics counters.
Use of 64-bit IEEE-1588 Timestamp to determine skew between “twin” frames. This
64-bit range covers history (skew) of hundreds of years.
Station replacement, if there is a hash index collision between the 8 stations sharing
same hash index. Station replacement is based on true LRU algorithm and is handled
entirely by ucode. Note that a hash collision is not likely.
Capture of last 4 bad received frames (e.g CRC error) per port. This enables the
application to analyze the nature of the error and possibly fix the source of the
problem.
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6. Tx Direction

The µcode programming model requires two eTSECs that must be initialized by the driver.
The two eTSEC ports are symmetrical, therefore assigning port_A (attached to LANA) and
consequently port_B (LANB) is arbitrary. Each eTSEC contains two TxBD rings. One TxBD
ring (ring0) is used for non-PRP frames and is visible and managed exclusively by the host
driver. The second TxBD ring (ring1) is used solely for PRP frames. It is not visible by the
host. Instead, the µcode provides ring1 to the post PRP TxBD. Figure 3 below illustrates the
Tx building blocks.

Figure 3: PRP Tx building blocks
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The application sends a PRP frame by placing TxBD on LANA with the “virtual-ready” bit
set (bit number 7) instead of “normal-ready”. This will signify to the ucode (which
continuously polls the TxBDs) that a fresh TxBD is inserted. As a result the ucode takes the
following actions:


Generates Redundant TxBD on LANB



Generates RCT fields for both LANA and LANB frames



Sets up the TxBDs with updated variables (e.g. ready, length etc.)



Triggers the eTSECs to transmit the new frame



Updates the statistics counters

Note: DoGav Systems provides c-level sample function that inserts a PRP frame into LANA.
The driver should initialize the two eTSECs that are involved. This initialization is a ‘classic’
eTSEC initialization with the following requirements:


Each eTSEC must incorporate (at least) two TxBD rings, with the first ring for nonPRP frames, and the second ring for PRP frames.



The PRP TxBD ring must be located on MURAM. Buffers are expected to be
allocated on DDR memory in order to save “costly” MURAM memory.



The recommended number of Apps TxBDs is at least 16 to 32 depending on the Tx
frame rate and MURAM space availability.

In addition, one QE UCC must be initialized as a ‘semi’ BISYNC port. This BISYNC-like
port will be used to trigger the µcode to handle various PRP activities since the PRP µcode is
based on a polling procedure. The rate of these activities is determined by BRG setup.
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Figure 4: Tx path flow (brief)
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Figure 4 above describes the Tx path. After initialization is completed successfully the

application driver posts TxBD. The TxBD must include the entire buffer frame. Note that this
version of ucode (08/2013) requires that each frame will be contained in a single TxBD.
As was mentioned above, there are some slight modifications regarding the TxBD bit
definition with respect to legacy bit assignment. The main change is that the TxBD[ready] bit
must NOT be set by the driver, to indicate that the frame is available for Tx. Instead Bit 7
(which is assigned as reserved by FSL) should be used. See Figure 5 below. This tells the
µcode that a frame is ready for PRP processing.
0
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I
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TC
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7
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9

VR

HFE

CF

10
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Figure 5: PRP TxB format

A detailed Tx flow is described in Figure 6.
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completion
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and suffix

'duplicate' frame
on LANB

End

Figure 6: Tx µcode flow (details)
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7. Tx Parameters description
In addition to initializing the eTSEC parameters, the driver must initialize PRP parameters as
outlined in Table 1 below contains the Tx related parameters that must be initialized by the
application driver.
Table 1: PRP structure, Tx related members

Offset Width
(hex)

Name

Description

4

2

Tx_SeqNr

10

2

TSEC_TbdA_base eTSEC Tx ringA base address.

12

2

TSEC_TbdB_base

eTSEC Tx ringB base address.

14

2

TSEC_TbdA_pull

Current eTSEC ringA Tx pull. Init to TSEC_TbdA_base.

16

2

TSEC_TbdB_pull

Current eTSEC ringB Tx pull. Init to TSEC_TbdB_base.

18

2

TSEC_TbdB_ret

Current eTSEC ringB Tx return-pointer. Init to TSEC_TbdB_base.

34

2

TxA_RCT_Suffix

Init to 0x88fb

2E

2

TxA_RCT_Suffix

Init to 0x88fb

DC

4

RCT_mem_base

Base of pphysical address (DDR memory) where uCode builds and
stores RCT for current Tx PRP frames (array of 16 bytes chunks).

D8

4

eTSEC_trig

Physical address used by PRP’s µcode to trigger eTSEC. Typically
initialize to 0x4000_0000.

100

4

Tx_lanA_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames transmitted on LAN-A, ITZ.

104

4

Tx_lanB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames transmitted on LAN-B, ITZ.

Current Tx RCT’s SeqNr. May be initialized to any value.

Tx_SeqNr: This entry should not be altered after PRP is enabled. It could be initialized to
any 16-bit value. The ucode increments this entry every time a PRP frame and its twin
duplicated frame are transmitted.
TSEC_TbdA_base: Base address of the TxBD ring of eTSEC-A port. Only the lower 16 bits
of the address should be placed in the entry.
TSEC_TbdB_base: Base address of TxBD ring of eTSEC-B port. Only the lower 16 bits of
the address should be placed in the entry.
TSEC_TbdA_pull: should be initialized to TSEC_TbdA_base.
TSEC_TbdB_pull: should be initialized to TSEC_TbdB_base.
TSEC_TbdB_ret: should be initialized to TSEC_TbdB_base.
TxA_RCT_Suffix: should be initialize to PRP’s RCT suffix: 0x88fb.
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TxA_RCT_Suffix: should be initialize to PRP’s RCT suffix: 0x88fb.
RCT_mem_base: base address to a block of 4K bytes (aligned to 32) allocated on DDR. This block
is used by the ucode to build the RCT field for the current pair of TX frames.

eTSEC_trig: 4 bytes that the QE will write to eTSEC-A eTSECx_TSTATn register. Should
be initialized to 0x4000_0000 (assuming the eTSEC Ring2 is used for PRP frames).
Tx_lanA_cnt : Statistics counter, number of PRP frames (actually) transmitted by eTSEC-A.
It can be cleared on-the-fly. However, the clear operation must be confirmed because this
variable is constantly updated by the QE.
Tx_lanB_cnt : Statistics counter, number of PRP frames (actually) transmitted by eTSEC-B.
It can be cleared on-the-fly. However, the clear operation must be confirmed because this
variable is constantly updated by the QE.
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8. Rx Direction
The task of the Rx µcode is to deliver to upper layers a single frame out of the two “twin”
PRP frames carrying the same RTC index. In order to attain this, the µcode must keep track
of the recent PRP Rx frames and maintain the RCT values as well as the timestamps of the
arrival time, per source station. Figure 7 below shows the Rx building blocks.
lanB
lanA

Ring1
(PRP and regular
frames)

PHY_A

Apps

eTSEC_A
(with off-load
engine)

events

Apps RxA
ring

QE

PRP Rx
ring

Ring0
(PRP and regular
frames)

(drop)

Apps RxB
ring

PHY_B

eTSEC_B

droped
frames

hash
table

Staion array
(TS, sliding
windows and
statistics
counters)

Figure 7: Receive Direction components

Unlike the Tx path, both the primary and secondary eTSECs have only one Rx Ring. PRP
and non-PRP frames are distinguished by the µcode. Non-PRP frames are forwarded
unconditionally (if error-free) while PRP frames are subject to filtering by an algorithm that
is described below.
The QE forwards the Rx-frames to one of the 3 application RxBDs as following:
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Non-PRP frames from lanA are forwarded (if error free) to App RxA ring
Non-PRP frames from lanB are forwarded (if error free) to App RxB ring
PRP frames from either lanA or lanB (if error free) are forwarded to App PRP ring
Each ring has its own event bit
Start

Capture
into Err-BD

N

Drop
oldest fault
frame

New frame
arrives (with 1588
TS embedded inside)

Is frame
correct?

Find hash
index

Y

N

Fetch hash
group
(8 stations)
Y

Is PRP?
End

End

Y

Is SA-MAC match
one of the
group's station?

Y

Fetch station
info

Pass to
apps.

Is TS
"in-range"
?

N

Open New
station entry

N

Implement
station
replacement
Is SeqNr
"in-range"
?

Open fresh
"sliding-Window"
bit map

N

update LRU
and statistics

Y

Is SeqNr
already
marked?

N

Mark SeqNr
in sliding
window

Y

Forward
Frame

End

drop frame

update LRU
and statistics

End

Figure 8: Rx flow chart
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Even though it is expected that frames arrive orderly (that is network switches/routers do not
alter the frames flow order on the network), the µcode does accept disordered frames within
the last 31 frames of the latest arrived SeqNr, as long as the TS skew is within the authorized
(configurable) value.
Each received frame is analyzed according to the following steps (see also Figure 8):


Identified if it is a PRP-1 frame (RCT-suffix equals 0x88fb).



If so, the frame SA (MAC source address) is processed to generate a 10-bit hash
index.



This index is used to fetch a group of 8 MACs (if available) that are mapped to the
same index. This group replacement is managed according to true LRU algorithm.



If SA match is found, its station 32-byte entry is processed; if SA match is not found,
a new station entry is created at the expense of the oldest station (LRU index = 0) of
the correspondent hash index.



If a match is found, the µcode checks its latest TS (timestamp). Note that the TS
consists of 64 bits which cover hundreds years at a resolution of nano second.



If the skew is “in range”, the frame’s SeqNr is checked against the most recent 32
frames and a decision is made if it is to be accepted or rejected (if identified as second
frame of the same SeqNr).



If not “in range” or if not marked in the bit-map sliding window as already arrived, it
will be forwarded to the host.



Any forwarded frame affects the LRU update as well as the statistics counters update.



Statistics counters are also updated as a result of dropped frame due to PRP
duplication.

As was said above, the 64-bit TS covers hundreds of year if the count is incremented every
Nano second. Here is the calculation:

Equation 1: Number of years covered by Nano Second 64-bit counter
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9. PRP Rx Parameters description
This section describes the PRP Rx related parameters that should be initialized. These
parameters are depicted in Table 2. Note that the parameters locations are not sequential.
Table 2: PRP structure, Rx related parameters
Offset Width
(hex)

Name

Description

36

2

TSEC_RbdA_chk

Current eTSEC ringA Rx monitor-ptr. Init to TSEC_RbdA_base.

38

2

TSEC_RbdB_chk

Current eTSEC ringB Rx monitor-ptr. Init to TSEC_RbdB_base.

80

4

Hash_base_addr

Hash array location (physical address)

84

4

STN_base

Station array location (physical address)

B6

2

TSEC_RbdA_base

eTSEC Rx ringA base address.

BE

2

TSEC_RbdB_base

eTSEC Rx ringB base address.

CC

4

drop_skew

Allowable skew between twin frames (sharing same SeqNr).

134

2

App_RBASE_A

Apps RxBD base eTSEC_A.

136

2

App_RxPtr_A

Current Apps RxBD eTSEC_A pointer. Init to App_RBASE_A

138

2

App_RBASE_B

Apps RxBD base eTSEC_B.

13A

2

App_RxPtr_B

Current Apps RxBD eTSEC_B pointer. Init to App_RBASE_B

13C

2

App_RBASE_PRP

Apps RxBD PRP ring base.

13E

2

App_RxPtr_PRP

Current Apps RxBD PRP ring. Init to App_RBASE_PRP.

180

32

Err_RxBD_A

Most recent 4 captured fault RxBDs occurred on LanA

1A0

32

Err_RxBD_B

Most recent 4 captured fault RxBDs occurred on LanB

TSEC_RbdA_base: MURAM offset of eTSEC_A Rx BD rings. This single Rx ring must
be located on MURAM. It is recommended to populate it with 64 RxBDs.
App_RxPtr_A: should be initialized to TSEC_RbdA_base.
TSEC_RbdB_base: MURAM offset of eTSEC_B Rx BD rings. This single Rx ring must be
located on MURAM. It is recommended to populate it with 64 RxBDs.
App_RxPtr_B: should be initialized to TSEC_RbdB_base.
App_RBASE_A: MURAM offset of application Rx non-PRP frames received by eTSEC_A.
This ring is visible by the application from which it collects the Rx frame for processing and
to which it returns the buffers for reuse.
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App_RxPtr_A: should be initialized to App_RBASE_A.
App_RBASE_B: MURAM offset of application Rx non-PRP frames received by eTSEC_B.
This ring is visible by the application from which it collects the Rx frame for processing and
to which it returns the buffers for reuse.
App_RxPtr_B: should be initialized to App_RBASE_B.
App_RBASE_PRP: MURAM offset of application Rx PRP frames received by eTSEC_A
as well as eTSEC_B. This ring is visible by the application from which it collects the Rx
frame for processing and to which it returns the buffers for reuse.
App_RxPtr_PRP: should be initialized to App_RBASE_PRP.
Hash_base_addr: physical address of 1K hash groups. Each group contains 8 entries (8
bytes each). The entry contains SA-MAC address and replacement LRU index. This address
must be aligned to 64K and resides on DDR memory. The table should be cleared before
enabling the PRP µcode. This table is fully managed by the µcode and is updated on-the-fly,
as PRP Rx frames are coming in.
STN_base: physical address of 8K stations table. Each station entry consists of 32 bytes
(with a total of 256K bytes). The table is managed exclusively by the µcode. Each entry
contains temporary parameters such as 1588-TS, drop sliding window and statistics
(accept/drop counter per LAN). The four statistics counters may be retrieved by an API at
any time (see section 13 on page 21). This address must be aligned to 64K and resides on
DDR memory. The µcode updates the table on-the-fly, as Rx frames are coming in.
drop_skew: allowable skew between twin frames (sharing same SeqNr). The unit is 1588 TS
resolution.
Err_RxBD_A: Block of 4 RxBD. The application should initialize this block and allocate 4
buffers with the same size as other PRP Rx buffers (recommended size 0x640).
The ucode stores here the 4 most recent fault RxBDs that were detected by eTSEC-A. The
error could be any Rx error (e.g. CRC, overrun) except length violation.
Err_RxBD_B: Block of 4 RxBD. The application should initialize this block and allocate 4
buffers with the same size as other PRP Rx buffers (recommended size 0x640).
The ucode stores here the 4 most recent fault RxBDs that were detected by eTSEC-B. The
error could be any Rx error (e.g. CRC, overrun) except length violation.
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10. General PRP Parameters
This section describes PRP global parameters that should be initialized. Some of these
parameters are common to both Tx and Rx and others are for internal µcode usage as depicted in
Table 3 below.
Table 3: Global PRP Parameters
Offset Width
(hex)

Name

Description

7

1

eTSEC_setting

Two nibbles (one byte) indicating if eTSEC_B (high nibble) and/or
eTSEC_A (low nibble) are deploying Rx FCB and and/or IEEE-1588 TS.
See format below.

8

4

eTSECA_port

portA physical address (e.g 0x800B_0000).

C

4

eTSECB_port

portB physical address (e.g 0x800B_2000).

1C

4

prp_state

PRP state. EUU, Init to 0x1000_0000.

C0

6

CMD_MAC

Command parameter; place here MAC address for statistics retrieve
command. ITZ.

C6

1

CMD_state

Command status (busy, error, success/idle). ITZ

C7

1

CMD

Command type (current version accept only value of 0 or 1)

C8

4

cmd_hash_base Return value in case of “Get Station Statistics” (physical address)

D4

4

alive_cnt

PRP µcode increments this counter every time it is triggered by QE. ITZ

eTSEC_setting: Each nibble in this byte represents the setting for one of the two eTSECs involved in
the PRP implementation. Two bits are defined per nibble:



eTSEC’s Rx-FCB is used.



IEEE-1588 TS is used. Note that this implementation requires IEEE-1588 TS, so this
bit must be set.

Below depicts the bit usage and byte format.
0
-

1
2
Rx_FCB_B TS_B

3

4

5

6
7
Rx_FCB_A TS_A

This table occupies 512 (0x200) bytes and must be located on MURAM. Its parameters
contain information regarding:


PRP uCode version and date



Associated eTSEC ports
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Hash table and stations array locations



Global statistics counters



Command section



Temporary µcode variables

Some of the table entries are reserved and must be cleared to ensure compatibility with
possible future enhancements.
eTSECA_port: Primary eTSEC physical address (e.g. eTSEC1 0x800B_0000).
eTSECB_port: Secondary eTSEC physical address (e.g. eTSEC3 0x800B_2000).
alive_cnt : This counter is incremented every time the QE scheduler triggers the QE RISC to
handle PRP ucode. Its main purpose is to indicate that the PRP ucode is active. It can be
cleared on-the-fly.
Command mechanism is described in chapter 13 below.

11. Impact of 1588 TS
A time stamp (TS) is an essential factor in managing PRP Rx frames because aging must be
applied to avoid filtering as a result of 16-bit SeqNr wrap. As shown in Equation 1 above, 64bit TS is sufficient to carry out aging.
The TS is inserted by 1588-eTSEC hardware logic (must be enabled). This field is inserted at
the beginning of the incoming frame. This implies that the raw Ethernet frame is offset by 8
bytes from the beginning of the buffer (16 bytes if RCB offload mechanism is enabled).
The current µcode version (August 2013) forwards the frames, normal and PRP (including
TS). The host driver must take the 8-byte offset into consideration.
Please contact DoGav Systems if you prefer to have the driver buffer address to point to the
beginning of the Ethernet frame (DA-MAC address). Note that this may have impact on the
driver buffer handling (alloc/free) API.
The eTSEC driver MUST initialize the 1588 device section and enable it.
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12. Events
Events are generated by both the eTSEC and the µcode. All Tx events are generated by the
eTSEC. Therefore, the event should be expected from the eTSECx_TSTAT register (bit
TXF1). An Error event (BSY) is generated in case of a busy TxBD; this event is generated on
the UCC event resister as depicted below.
Every time an Rx-frame is forwarded by the µcode, an RXF event is generated and, if not
masked by the associated UCCM, an interrupt is generated (assuming MPIC was configured
to propagate this interrupt).
Note that the UART event register is 16-bit in size.
0
-

1
-

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
Rx-PRP

9
BUSY

10
RxF_B

11
RxF_A

12

13

14
Tx_done

15

Figure 9: PRP event and mask register

13. Commands
Two commands are supported by the PRP API:


Get µcode version (code 0)



Get station’s statistics (code 1)

The command can be invoked at any time even before the PRP µcode module is enabled.

CMD_MAC

CMD_state
CMD
cmd_hash_base

Figure 10: PRP command format

The command format is shown in Figure 10. SNUM is the SNUM of the UART that was
assigned as PRP module. See
Table 4 for SNUM values. The command field of the CECR register is 9 (0b1001).
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The implementer must confirm what UCCs are actually supported on the specific device.
Table 4: UCC and Associated SNAUM values

UCC

SNUM

UCC1

0x00

UCC2

0x10

UCC3

0x20

UCC4

0x30

UCC5

0x40

UCC6

0x50

UCC7

0x60

UCC8

0x70

Comments
Not supported by P1021/P1025
Not supported by P1021/P1025
Not supported by P1021/P1025
Not supported by P1021/P1025

Before issuing the command, the command sub-structure inside the PRP structure (left side of
Figure 10) should be provided with the proper code (0 or 1). In case of “Get Station’s
Statistics” the MAC address of the requested station should be provided. Theoretically, in an
extreme case, the requested station may not have survived in the table as a result of LRU
replacement. In this case the CMD will return a NULL pointer; otherwise, if found, a pointer
to its hash entry will be returned. A C-level API is provided to construct the command and to
return the statistic entry pointer.
Table 5: PRP Commands

Command

CMD
code

Description

Result

Get µcode
version

0

Show µcode version
date and revision
value. Format is:
dd:mm:yy:vv

Get
Station’s
statistics

1

CMD_state:
Get specific station
statistics (if available) 00= success
BB= busy (executing)

dd_mm_yy_vv

Comments

Any command updates
Version entry

Auxiliary c-level code is
required (provided with API)
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14. Global Statistics Counters
The PRP structure contains statistics counters that count occurrences globally rather than per
station. These counters are specified in Table 7. The counter names are self-explanatory.
Table 6: PRP Global Statistics Counters

Offset Width
(hex)

Name

Description

100

4

Tx_lanA_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames transmitted on LAN-A, ITZ.

104

4

Tx_lanB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames transmitted on LAN-B, ITZ.

108

4

Rx_lanA_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames received on LAN-A, ITZ.

10C

4

Rx_lanB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames received on LAN-B, ITZ.

110

4

dropA_cnt

Statistics counter: number of duplicated frames dropped on LAN-A. ITZ.

114

4

dropB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of duplicated frames dropped on LAN-B. ITZ.

118

4

BDA_busy_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times forwarding eTSEC RxBD to host
RxBD ring encountered non-available RxBD on LAN-A. ITZ.

11C

4

BDB_busy_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times forwarding eTSEC RxBD to host
RxBD ring encountered non-available RxBD on LAN-B. ITZ.

120

4

cross_A_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times PRP frame with RCT-B was received
on LAN-A. ITZ.

124

4

cross_B_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times PRP frame with RCT-A was received
on LAN-B. ITZ.

128

4

Rx_A_err_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times incorrect frame was received on
LAN-A (e.g. CRC-error, misaligned). ITZ.

12C

4

Rx_B_err_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times incorrect frame was received on
LAN-B (e.g. CRC-error, misaligned). ITZ.

130

4

frwd_no_prp_cnt

Statistics counter: number of non-PRP frames received and forwarded to
host ring. ITZ.
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15. Station statistics counters
For each station in the PRP network (excluding itself), the µcode maintains four statistics
counters in the stations table. Up to 8K stations are supported and entries are mapped by the
hashing of the 48-bit SA-MAC address into 10-bit (or 1K groups). Up to 8 stations may share
the same hash index, so a total of 8K stations are supported.
DoGav System’s PRP s/w package includes an API that allows the user to retrieve the four
statistics counters for any existing station. It is expected that all stations participating in the
PRP network will be represented in the station’s table and hence subject to retrieve despite
the use of the hashing technique. The command returns a pointer to DDR, where the array of
4 statistics counters is located. The array entries are specified in Table 7.
Table 7: Station’s statistics counter structure

Offset
(hex)

Counter

0

accpt_A_cnt

Number of PRP frames forwarded from LAN-A

4

accpt_B_cnt

Number of PRP frames forwarded from LAN-B

8

drop_A_cnt

Number of PRP frames from LAN-A that were dropped due
to duplication filtering

C

drop_B_cnt

Number of PRP frames from LAN-B that were dropped due
to duplication filtering

Description
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16. Hash Table
As was stated the ucode supports up to a total of 8K active stations. This statement is not
absolutely precise. If a hash conflict occurs, then the oldest station of the 8 stations sharing
the same hash index will be replaced with the fresh one. Every 8-station group is managed by
a true LRU algorithm. Every PRP received frame causes an LRU update of its correspondent
group. So the implementation records that latest 8K PRP stations, but supports 248 stations.
The Hash table is located on DDR memory, starting at address Hash_base_addr (member of
PRP structure). Each entry occupies 8 bytes, of which 6 bytes represents the station source
MAC address as described in Table 8.
Table 8: Hash Table Entry

Offset
(hex)

Width
(bytes)

Name

0

6

MAC_Addr

MAC Address, 6 bytes ordered in little endian

6

1

Rsrv06

Reserved, ITZ

7

1

LRU-index

EUU, ITZ.

Description

The application can scan the entries, one by one, starting at physical address
Hash_base_addr, to learn what PRP stations are active in the network.
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17. Memory Usage

All relevant devices where this PRP approach is implemented contain DDR memory in
addition to on-chip MURAM. Some of the PRP data structures must be placed on MURAM,
and some on DDR memory as described in Table 9. According to the table, 320K bytes
should be allocated on DDR and 1280 Bytes on MURAM (out of typically 24K bytes
available on P102x).

Table 9: Memory Usage †
structure

size
Memory type
PRP
0x180
MURAM
Apps eTSEC_A TxBD
0xC0
MURAM
Apps eTSEC_B TxBD
0xC0
MURAM
eTSEC_A TxBD
0x180
MURAM
eTSEC_B TxBD
0x180
MURAM
Apps eTSEC_A RxBD
0x200
MURAM
Apps eTSEC_B RxBD
0x200
MURAM
Apps_PRP RxBD
0x200
MURAM
eTSEC_A RxBD
0x200
MURAM
eTSEC_B RxBD
0x200
MURAM
Hash Table
64K
DDR
Stations Table
256K
DDR
Total MURAM
4K
Total DDR
320K
† Assuming 24 Apps_TxBDs and 64 RxBDs per ring
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18. PRP Structure
Table 10 below contains all members of the PRP structure. The structure occupies 512 (0x200) bytes.
It must be located on MURAM and its base should be aligned to 128 (0x80). Most of the members of
the structure were covered in previous chapters according to their groups (Tx related, Rx related,
Global, Command and Statistics). In addition the table contains ucode variables. The application
should not modify any member of the PRP structure; once the PRP was enabled (corresponded UCC
Tx was enabled). However, all the statistics counters can be cleared on-the-fly. Host read has no
impact on the PRP operation.
Table 10: PRP Structure

Offset Width
(hex)

Name

Description

0

4

dd_mm_yy_vv

µcode date and version (e.g. 16-10-12-01).

4

2

Tx_SeqNr

Current Tx RCT’s SeqNr. May be initialized to any value.

6

1

rct_indx

EUU, ITZ.

7

1

eTSEC_setting

Image of some eTSEC setting bits (e.g. TS, PRSDEP). See details
below

8

4

eTSECA_port

portA physical address (e.g 0x800B_0000).

C

4

eTSECB_port

portB physical address (e.g 0x800B_2000).

10

2

TSEC_TbdA_base

eTSEC Tx ringA base address.

12

2

TSEC_TbdB_base

eTSEC Tx ringB base address.

14

2

TSEC_TbdA_pull

Current eTSEC ringA Tx pull. Init to TSEC_TbdA_base.

16

2

TSEC_TbdB_pull

Current eTSEC ringB Tx pull. Init to TSEC_TbdB_base.

18

2

TSEC_TbdB_ret

Current eTSEC ringB Tx return-pointer. Init to TSEC_TbdB_base.

1A

22

EUU_1E

EUU, ITZ.

34

2

TxA_RCT_Suffix

Init to 0x88fb

36

8

EUU_36

EUU, ITZ.

3E

2

TxB_ RCT_Suffix

Init to 0x88fb

40

64

stn_hash

EUU, ITZ.

80

4

Hash_base_addr

Hash table base address. Table resides on DDR memory. Managed
entirely by ucode.

84

4

STN_base

RCT table base address. Table resides on DDR memory. Managed
entirely by ucode.

88

46

EUU_88

EUU, ITZ.

B6

2

TSEC_RbdA_base

eTSEC Rx ringA base address.

B8

6

EUU_88

EUU, ITZ.

BE

2

TSEC_RbdB_base

eTSEC Rx ringB base address.
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C0

6

CMD_MAC

Command parameter; place here MAC address for statistics retrieve
command. ITZ.

C6

1

CMD_state

Command status (busy, error, success/idle). ITZ

C7

1

CMD

Command type (current version accept only value of 0 or 1)

C8

4

cmd_hash_base

Return value in case of “Get Station Statistics” (physical address)

CC

4

drop_skew

Allowable skew between twin frames (sharing same SeqNr).

D0

4

cur_TS

PRP µcode records here TS every time it is triggered by QE.

D4

4

alive_cnt

PRP µcode increments this counter every time it is triggered by QE.

D8

4

eTSEC_trig

Physical address used by PRP’s µcode to trigger eTSEC. Typically
initialize to 0x4000_0000.

DC

4

RCT_mem_base

Base of pphysical address (DDR memory) where uCod builds and
stores RCT for current Tx PRP frames (array of 16 bytes chunks).

E0

32

EUU, ITZ.

100

4

Rx_STN
Tx_lanA_cnt

104

4

Tx_lanB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames transmitted on LAN-B, ITZ.

108

4

Rx_lanA_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames received on LAN-A, ITZ.

10C

4

Rx_lanB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of frames received on LAN-B, ITZ.

110

4

dropA_cnt

Statistics counter: number of duplicated frames dropped on LAN-A.
ITZ.

114

4

dropB_cnt

Statistics counter: number of duplicated frames dropped on LAN-B.
ITZ.

118

4

BDA_busy_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times forwarding eTSEC RxBD to host
RxBD ring encountered non-available RxBD on LAN-A. ITZ.

11C

4

BDB_busy_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times forwarding eTSEC RxBD to host
RxBD ring encountered non-available RxBD on LAN-B. ITZ.

120

4

cross_A_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times PRP frame with RCT-B was
received on LAN-A. ITZ.

124

4

cross_B_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times PRP frame with RCT-A was
received on LAN-B. ITZ.

128

4

Rx_A_err_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times incorrect frame was received on
LAN-A (e.g. CRC-error, misaligned). ITZ.

12C

4

Rx_B_err_cnt

Statistics counter: number of times incorrect frame was received on
LAN-B (e.g. CRC-error, misaligned). ITZ.

130

4

frwd_no_prp_cnt

Statistics counter: number of non-PRP frames received and forwarded
to host ring. ITZ.

134

2

App_RBASE_A

Apps RxBD base eTSEC_A.

136

2

App_RxPtr_A

Current Apps RxBD eTSEC_A pointer. Init to App_RBASE_A

138

2

App_RBASE_B

Apps RxBD base eTSEC_B.

13A

2

App_RxPtr_B

Current Apps RxBD eTSEC_B pointer. Init to App_RBASE_B

Statistics counter: number of frames transmitted on LAN-A, ITZ.
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13C

2

App_RBASE_PRP Apps RxBD PRP ring base.

13E

2

App_RxPtr_PRP

Current Apps RxBD PRP ring. Init to App_RBASE_PRP.

140

64

EUU_88

EUU, ITZ.

180

32

Err_RxBD_A

Most recent 4 captured fault RxBDs occurred on LAN-A

1A0

32

Err_RxBD_B

Most recent 4 captured fault RxBDs occurred on LAN-B

1C0

64

Rsrv1C0

Reserved, ITZ,
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